DECENTRALISED FINANCE AT SCALE AND AT EAST

CRT INCENTIVES

UNIFIED TRANSACTION FEE
Crystal Wallets support different blockchain platforms, each of which designates a separate cryptocurrency as a means to pay for its network fee which may be troublesome for novice users. To ease the user experience, Crystal Wallet enables its users to pay for all transactions carried out from their wallet with CRT, regardless of the underlying blockchains.

DISCOUNT
When users pay the transaction fee using CRT, they will be entitled to a certain discount.

FARMING
Since Crystal Wallet supports Yield Farming and Staking platforms, CRT also serves as yield or staking rewards when the users put their crypto asset to work so as to earn passive income.

GOVERNANCE TOKEN
Besides the above-mentioned incentives, CRT is also designated as a governance token in the Crystal Ecosystem, more specifically Crystal Wallet, and Crystal IBDEX. CRT holders can partake in the decision making processes of adding new blockchain support, tokens and product features on Crystal Wallet, and Crystal IBDEX. Should these supports bring revenue to Crystal Technology, which is highly likely, such revenue will be distributed to the CRT holders that participated in the decision. The distribution will be based on the proportion of each participant’s CRT at the time of voting to the total amount of CRT involved in the vote.

TOKEN SPECIFICATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION

Token Standard: BEP-20
Total Supply: 980,000,000

Distribution:
- 45% for Public Sale
- 15% for Airdrop, Bounty and Events
- 12% for Team and Advisors
- 10% for Listing and Partners
- 10% for Legal
- 8% Reserve Funds

https://crystalwallet.eu/